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SYNOPSIS
Tootle is the first ride-sharing service developed in Nepal aiming quick and reliable means of transportation
with the right form, function, quality for low prices in a quest to create better lives for people in Kathmandu’s
cram-full city. This perception of Tootle has brought about a drastic change in the city’s transport system and
it has successfully been able to establish itself among the people’s daily life here. For further emphasizing
the goal of making people’s lives easier, Tootle has time and again replenished its services. However, this
service-oriented business is difficult to gain profit and has a below margin gain, which makes up its first
problem. Secondly, the Tootle app has no reservation feature and since it concerns two unknown parties
getting involved, there is high risk for safety; which results in many people not wanting to use this service.
STRATEGY
To tackle the above mention issues while still keeping Tootle’s main aim in mind, which is, promoting
connection & comfort, we propose The WIG strategy:

Win-win Business strategy

Improve customer service

Grow revenue
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Tootle’s service has been in the market for 5 years. Now the company is initiating to grow ;
both the business and the consumer base while having distinctive proﬁciency.
Executive summary

GOAL
To analyze limitations of
growing the business in
order to surge proﬁt and
consumer base.

QUESTION
“How can Tootle increase
both the customer base and
yield while providing
exceptional service ?”

THE
WIG
STRATEGY

SOLUTION
●
●

Introducing new features in
the Tootle App
Modifying the business
model, creating a win-win
situation for the company, the
customer and Tootle Partner.

IMPACT OF THE STRATEGY
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Weakness

Strengths
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Provides
ride-sharing
service affordably.
Empowers women
by opening
platform for them
to build income
source.
Secure & Reliable
Service.
Skilled workforce
i.e Tootle Partners
through trainings.
A company
originated and
operated in Nepal.

o

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fixed service time.
Limited Service
area.
Sparse backup
funds.
No diverse service
like food delivery,
parcel delivery etc.

T

Opportunities
1.

2.

3.

4.

Emerging Need of
Transport Service
in Kathmandu city.
Press and Social
Media talking
about ride sharing
service.
Expensive rates of
Taxis and other on
demand travel
means.
Many Job
opportunities
seeking people.

Threats
1.

2.

3.

Multiple service
similar to Tootle
slowly increasing
in the market.
Changing
regulatory
environment due
to Covid 19.
False facts about
the company
spreading.
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Tootle has been aiming to solve the stuffy public transportation by making lives and transport easier for people of
Kathmandu and although they focus towards sustainability and wide growth,they face many challenges...
Features of tootle

Tootle strives for improvement & quality but...

Reliable means of
transportation
Employment
Opportunities
Affordable

Faster than public
transport
First Nepali Startup in
transport industry

(ISSUE NO.1): Not much backup funds and company’s
profit below margin

According to the analysis, Tootle is not backed by
investors and does not have long term and emergency
funds which is a major obstacle for expanding the
business further and establishing a strong competition
in the market. Likewise, Tootle provides quality
services to both rider and the customer but the
company’s proﬁt is not the top primacy and the
management cost is high, bringing Tootle under the
margin of loss. The business model of Tootle is a
concern as it doesn’t have a strong revenue growth
model.
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CONCERNS OF TOOTLE NON-USERS ( ISSUE NO. 2 )

Vehicles Infographics

Consumer base has always been company’s priority. In the
city with 1 million + population, 400,000 people use Tootle
which makes around 0.04% of the total population.

Safety

16%

Of the people doubt the
safety and do not feel very
safe using this service.

App-Interface

38%

Of the people ﬁnd it
difficult to use the app or
ﬁnd it troublesome.

Source: WORLDPOPULATIONREVIEW, strawpoll

Reservation

44%
Of the users ﬁnd the lack of
pre booking or reservation
really inconvenient.

The result of the Poll that was
shared online, answered by people
who do not use Tootle. The main aim
of this poll was to ﬁgure out what
can be done to attract the nonTootle users. The top three reasons
were safety, app interface and pre
booking issue.
The above poll was answered by
majority of students. When
asked, they find it troublesome to
find a tootle ride while going to
school early in the morning. The
result is to vary if conducted in a
different age group.
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Possible Solutions For The Identiﬁed Issues
We identiﬁed the following challenges

Solution Alternatives

Emergency contacts

Language diversity

1

Backup Funds and
Below Margin Profit.

Rider details

Referral codes

Foods and parcel

Chosen Solutions

Language
diversity
Pre-booking

Emergency contacts

Pre-booking

2

Safety Trust,
Reservation and
Interface.

Increasing commission per ride

Tipping riders
Bonus point for riders

Bonus for riders
Each riders review
Increasing
commission

Choosing rider
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DETERMINED SOLUTIONS:

Brief elucidation of two solutions; categorized

Solution 1 (IN-APP FEATURES)
Introducing new in-app features with
the following functions to have a wide
consumer base:❏
Language diversity to access the
app in the language that consumer
prefer i.e. ( nepali or english).
❏ Notification of getting on and off a
ride to an emergency contact
saved by the consumer on the app
to provide safety assurance.
❏ Pre-booking of a ride for fixed
availability of a ride for the
customer and a fixed passenger for
the rider..

Solution 2
(ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS MODEL)
Initiating the business model of

taking certain % more
commission per ride, topping it
up with bonus to the riders
according to the customer’s
review and ratings to individual
rider in the app while, the
customer gains a point on each
review to rider after every drive
and the collected points can be
converted into Tootle Balance.
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Why will these particular Solution
Strategy work?
Solution 2: Alternative Business
Model

Solution 1 : In-app features
Adding Language option in the app will cast
people in the Tootle community who aren’t very
used to English language, broadening the
boundary. Comparably, pre booking option will
draw people who are willing to book priorly
than their time. Also, emergency contact option
will especially assure parents/guardians of
their child’s safety in a Tootle ride, increasing
young consumer base.

The proposed Business Model
strategy will bring a new perspective
for profit, customer engagement
without affecting Tootle partner’s pay.
Assume, the company starts taking
15% commission per ride. The new
feature that we will launch, i.e. Rider
review, will build a review portfolio for
the riders and, on its basis, riders will
get bonus per 30 reviews. When a
customer gives a rider a review, they
will collect a point as well. Once they
have enough points, they can convert
it into Tootle Balance. This will
interest more customer, reassure
Tootle Partner while, company gets
additional profit.
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SOLUTION 1 Impacts: ( NEW APP FEATURES)
1.1 LANGUAGE
DIVERSITY
This feature will allow the
customers who are not very
comfortable to use English to
access the app in Nepali
language. In a broader
perspective, Nepal Bhasa
(Newari) can be added as well
because majority of the people in
Kathmandu are Newars and it
can be viewed as a form of
cultural promotion as well.

टु टलमा
तपाईलाई स्वागत छ।
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1.2 EMERGENCY
CONTACTS
This in-app feature
saves an emergency
or trusted contact
kept by the customer
and forwards the
message of the
customer getting on
and off a ride to the
saved contact. This
feature could be
designed to ask the
user to whether
enable or disable it.

1.3 SCHEDULED
RIDES
The Scheduled Rides
feature will allow the
customer to book a trip
in advance by selecting
a date, time and a
pickup place. The rider
will be requested on
the customer’s behalf
and will arrive in the
selected pickup place.
This will help the
customer to save time
and have easy access
to a ride on demand.
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SOLUTION 2 : Tootle should implement an alternative business model based on the WIG strategy. It will bring a
distinctive and gainful change for the company, consumer and tootle partner.
The Business Model 2.0

What is the model?
The company will
take a certain % more
per ride.
Tootle Partners will
get bonus according to
their review by
customers.
The customers will
get a point for every
review they give and the
points can be used
as tootle balance.

Implementation of the Plan
Feature Of
Rider Review
by Customer

Collect points
& get Tootle
Balance

More
Customers due
to this scheme

Appraisal of
riders according
to the Review

Better work
by riders for
good review

Improved
Customer
Service

Bonus to riders
according to the
merit

Up to mark
pay for Tootle
Partners

More rides,
Growth in
Revenue

Factual Plan
Effect of Plan
WIG OUTCOME

Win-win
Certain % more
commission per
ride by the
company

outcome
Peak Profit
Margin
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The WIG Strategy will yield results by 2 years of its implementation. After that, Tootle should
focus on the evaluation and evolution of the Strategy to insure feasible plan execution

2022
SOLUTION 1
(IN-APP FEATURES)

Assemble
a team

Probable risks:

SOLUTION 2
(ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS
MODEL)

Assemble
a team

Start
designing the
app features

2023
Launch the new app
1updates + focus on
advertising

2024

Evaluate the
Make relevant changes on
business of before the features for the new
and existing market
and after

Work on the
business model &
start scheming
Introduce the new
ploy to the market

1. Tootle Partners may
lock horns regarding the
commission rate

2. Budget for app
enhancement

Assess the outcome & continuously
evolve and improve the dynamism
based on the evaluation

3. Challenging for
customers and tootle
partners to adjust
to the new system.
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“How can Tootle increase both the
customer base and yield while
providing exceptional service ?”
W
W

Win-win business model

Increase Commission
per ride ; bonus to
riders according to
customer’s review for
their service.

CBS CASE STUDY(s) in squarespace

G

FINAL ANSWER

Growth in Revenue

More rides after
diversifying usage
features; more profit.

I
I

Improved customer service

Better work by riders for
earning good reviews;
quality service to
customers. New app
updates and features i.e,
language diversity and
reservation also contribute
amiability for customers.

Company Growth
Consumer satisfaction + broader consumer base
Content Tootle partner
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